Abstract. In this paper we develop in three phases a railway control system following the requirements of 2]. We are mainly concerned with the software architecture of the control system and its dynamic evolution; we do not discuss here the implementation details of the components forming the control system. First, we informally discuss our design proposal for the architecture of the control system: a hierarchy of controllers whose leaves are local controllers connected in a network that mimics the underlying railway topology. Second, we formally de ne by means of particular graph grammars a style of software architectures for the railway control system consisting of two complementary views and ensuring several desirable properties by construction. The dynamic evolution of the architecture is modelled by a set of coordination rules which de ne graph transformations and are veri ed with respect to to the graph grammar. Third, using a coordination rule as a formal speci cation of a dynamic modi cation of the railway control system, we derive its implementation in ConCoord, a programming environment for concurrent coordinated programming. With regard to software engineering, the two rst phases belong to the system design while the third one forms the rst implementation step.
Introduction
In this paper, we propose a design for a railway control system following the requirements of 2]. We have added one assumption to the problem de nition: we require for each train a detailed schedule which de nes its timetable and its route giving all the places that it must traverse, i.e. tracks, junctions and platforms. This schedule is de ned o -line. During program execution, a train schedule may be subject to corrective actions by the control system. With regard to the requirements de ned in the case study 2], the solution we present addresses at a high-level of abstraction most requirements except for the fault-tolerance aspects. In the software architecture we propose next, the functionalities of the railway control system are distributed among its components in a manner that promotes real-time responsiveness. We do not discuss here the implementation details of the system components. It is worth noticing that in a programming environment with a separate de nition of the system architecture and the component codes (e.g. in ConCoord), each component code can be expressed in the programming language which better suits its functionality, for instance real-time aspects. The paper is structured as follows. First, we informally discuss our design proposal for the railway control system (Section 2). Second, we formally dene the style of the software architecture of the control system using graph grammars and we describe the dynamic evolution of the architecture in terms of coordination rules (Section 3). Third, we implement a coordination rule in ConCoord 5] (Section 4). Finally, we discuss the limitations of our approach in terms of ease of use and expressiveness.
An Informal Design of the Railway Control System
Complex system can be seen as a set of individual components and an architecture de ning their links and interactions. An explicit description of a system architecture provides a global high-level view of the system which facilitates the di erent phases of software engineering 4, 9] . Here, we present the rst design phase of a railway control system: the informal de nition of its components and its software architecture. We propose a solution in which control of the railway is rst distributed among local controllers connected in a network and then centralised using a control hierarchy (see Figure 1 left).
Local Controllers. We de ne a local controller for each track, junction and platform of the railway network (cf. Figure 1 right) . A local controller for a railway device communicates in real-time with the trains currently at the device and may modify their detailed schedule. A track controller may modify the speed of trains currently on the track; a junction controller may redirect trains through the junction to resolve potential collisions; a platform controller may delay trains and handles the addition and removal of trains in the railway network. We do not provide local controllers for stations; a train at a station is managed by the controller of the station platform where it is.
Whenever possible, schedule constraints are solved by local controllers in order to promote real-time responsiveness. This distribution of control between local controllers provides means for concurrency and thus naturally leads to a distributed execution of local controllers on a computer network.
Network of Local Controllers. Local controllers have a view of the system state which is limited to the trains currently at the device they control. In order to decide corrective actions on schedules, a local controller may require information about the trains located at neighbouring devices. Thus, it may interact with the controllers managing its neighbouring devices. A track controller communicates with two junction controllers, two platform controllers or a junction and a platform controller. A junction controller interacts with three track controllers. For simplicity, we only consider junctions linking three tracks which can serve to model junctions linking more than three tracks. A platform controller communicates with one or two track controllers. The interactions between local controllers de ne a software architecture which mimics the topology of the railway network.
Control Hierarchy. Due to their limited view of the system state, local controllers are not able to resolve all constraints on the trains schedules. Moreover, the monitoring of the system also requires a more centralised view of the system state. For these reasons, we superimpose a hierarchy of regional and high-level controllers over the network of local controllers. First, we partition the railway network into regions connected by tracks. A regional controller centralises state information and controls decisions corresponding to a region of the railway network. It interacts will all local controllers of the region, requesting their state, getting their alarms and sending them commands with corrective actions. Each local controller in the railway control system communicates with a single regional controller. Second, we develop on top of the regional controllers a hierarchy of high-level controllers in which controllers at consecutive levels interact in the same way that local and regional controllers do. If a local controller cannot resolve a constraint, this is propagated upwards in the control hierarchy until a controller which can handle it is found. For example, a high-level controller may solve schedules constraints for trains crossing a region frontier.
The monitoring of the system state is realised by the regional and highlevel controllers. The users interact with the railway control system through these controllers, in order to request, for example, a modi cation on the topology of the railway network, such as the addition of a platform on an existing track. The number of levels of the hierarchy is critical for the system performance. Its value at system start-up depends on the initially foreseen load for each control region of the railway network. During system execution, load balancing can be done by dynamically adding/removing controllers to/from the hierarchy.
Formal De nition using Graph Grammars
In this section we introduce a formal framework based on graph grammars for the description of software architectures 8]. We generalise it to include multiple architectural views in order to separately de ne then relate two views: the network of local controllers and the control hierarchy. This formal description permits us to study the dynamic evolution of the software architecture.
Graph Grammars
The formal framework proposed in 8] introduces the use of graph grammars for the de nition of architecture styles, i.e. sets of architectures that have similar structure and meaning.
Graph Representation. We describe architectures in terms of graphs which share some resemblance with the \box and line" drawing used in informal descriptions. Nodes of the graph stand for system components and edges represent interactions between components. We see graphs as multisets (which enables us to de ne graph transformations as multiset rewrite rules) of relations of the form R(c 1 ; : : : ; c n ), where R denotes an n-ary relation over the component names c 1 ; : : : ; c n . We distinguish two kinds of relations. A relation with a capitalized letter, such as Process(c 1 ), de nes a node c 1 of the architecture graph representing a component of type Process. A relation with only lower-case letters represents a link between components, e.g., pipe(c 1 ; c 2 ) denotes an edge of the graph labeled by pipe between two components.
Graph Generation using Grammars. Using the multiset/graph correspondence, we now introduce graph grammars to describe sets of correct architectures. We consider context-free graph grammars with variables representing names of system components (denoted by c i ). We represent a grammar by its set of production rules where the axiom, that initiates the production process, is marked with the symbol`.'. The production rules form a multiset rewrite system. Given a multiset M, the application of a rule (lhs ! rhs) consumes the lhs term from M and adds the rhs terms to M, thus yielding a new multiset. In a production rule, all variables that only appear on the rhs receive a fresh name, i.e. not already used in the multiset. We are exclusively inter- An application of this rule to a pipeline architecture always yields a pipeline and thus preserves the pipeline style. This notion of the preservation of architecture style is at the core of our approach and can be checked statically by verifying the correctness of a coordination rule with respect to a grammar G using the algorithm de ned in 3]. In the process of the formal de nition of architectures, this algorithm can also be used to check statically that a given architecture M belongs to the style de ned by a grammar. The algorithm has been implemented and is currently under testing. It is restricted to single view architectures but its extension to multiple views is straightforward: coordination rules must be checked with respect to each grammar related to a view of the multiple view architecture style.
Railway Topology View and Control View
As discussed in Section 2, the software architecture of the railway control system consists of two related structures: a network of local controllers and a control hierarchy (cf. Figure 1 ). In this section we de ne these structures by means of graph grammars. The formal de nitions are expressed using standard notations from the eld of rewrite systems with three extensions.
First, Rf(x 1 ; x 2 ); (y 1 ; y 2 )g is syntactic sugar for R(x 1 ; x 2 ), R(y 1 ; y 2 ). Second, C : lhs ) rhs is equivalent to lhs C ) rhs C. Third, n R(x) is equivalent to n occurrences of the term R(x).
De nition of the Network of Local Controllers. As suggested in Section 2, we have three kinds of local controllers: platform, junction and track controllers. In terms of multisets, these controllers are represented using unary relations and their connections using a binary relation. Platform n (p) represents a platform controller p with n connecting ports (n 2 f1; 2g). Junction(j) represents a junction controller j with three connecting ports. Track(t) represents a track controller t with two connecting ports. All links are of type connection(t; e) representing a connection between a port of the track controller t and a port of the local controller e (where e is a platform or a junction controller). Consequently, there are no (direct) connections between two track controllers or between a platform and a junction.
Graph Grammar G 1 and its Properties. In Figure 2 , we de ne the grammar G 1 for the network of local controllers and represent graphically ve of its rules. For example, Rule 7 provides a way of adding a dead end platform to a network using a junction, whereas Rule 8 introduces a split/merge of a path using two junctions (and corresponding paths). The network de ned in the case study 2] and illustrated in Figure 1 belongs to the style of Grammar G 1 .
Its derivation using rules of Grammar G 1 can be found in 6]. Grammar G 1 ensures that all networks belonging to its style obey two connectivity properties by construction. First, it respects the cardinality of connections for each kind of local controller, and thus can not produce a local controller which is disconnected from all other local controllers. For example, a track is always connected to exactly two controllers because a terminal Track can be produced only by applying Rule 5, which connects the track to two other controllers at the same time. Second, the grammar guarantees that the network is well-formed in the following sense: it cannot produce junctions and platforms which are not directly connected. There must be at least an intermediate track.
De nition of the Control Hierarchy. We superimpose a hierarchy of regional controllers (henceforth R-controllers) and high-level controllers (HLcontrollers) on the network of local controllers (L-controllers) in order to HL-Ctrler, supervise, R-Ctrler, ctrl, HL-freelink.
De nition of Dynamic Architectural Changes
We de ne now a set of coordination rules governing dynamic changes of the network of L-controllers and the control hierarchy. Correctness of these rules with respect to the two grammars ensures preservation of the style de ned by (G 1 ; G 2 ). Therefore properties which rely on the style still hold after dynamic modi cations through correct coordination rules. In Figure 4 we show the coordination rules governing the dynamic changes to the network of L-controllers (i.e. insertion/elimination of controllers) which mimic transformations on the devices of the railway topology. In order to a) correct introduction rules Fig. 4 . Coordination Rules for the Network of Local Controllers make coordination rules more readable, we will denote the linking of a track controller t to two controllers e 1 and e 2 by Track(the 1 ; e 2 i) instead of the notation Track(t), connection(t; e 1 ), connection(t; e 2 ). Similar simpli cations will be applied in the graphics in order to make them more intuitive: we shall no more explicitly represent track controllers. Expressed in graphical form, the coordination rules are quite easy to understand. Figure 5 left shows the graphical representation of Rules 4 and 6. Rule 4 relates two tracks (each track joined two platforms) using two junctions. Rule 6 destroys a connection between three platforms by removing a junction. The coordination rules of Figure 4a ,b preserve the style speci ed by Grammar G 1 ; this can be proven statically using the algorithm referred to in Section 3.1. Therefore these coordination rules preserve the connectivity properties of Grammar G 1 . Elimination rule 6, for instance, removes a path between the platform p 3 and platforms p 1 and p 2 but ensures that p 3 remains connected to another part of the network (through e). Note that when a rule changes the number of connections of elements, it indicates the change explicitly using di erent terminals (cf. Rule 3). There are many (possibly quite natural) incorrect rules whose application destroys the underlying style. Consider, for instance, the rules of Figure 4c . Rule 7 may obviously disconnect a L-controller by removing the last track connected to it and thus does not preserve the style de ned by Grammar G 1 .
Rule 8 is trickier. Analogous to Rule 4, it connects two tracks by introducing two junctions (cf. Figure 5 right), however it can be applied in much less restricted contexts and can be used, for instance, to create the network shown in Figure 5 right which does not belong to the style de ned by Grammar G 1 .
The two incorrect rules (7 and 8) are rejected by the veri cation algorithm.
The correctness of Rules 1{6 with respect to Grammar G 1 guarantees that we meet the requirements set by the ground level of the architecture, namely the connectivity properties. We are now interested in verifying another important property: each L-controller must be controlled by exactly one R-controller. In our design, this requirement depends on the second architectural view, the hierarchy of controllers. So Rules 1{6 must be completed with terminals of Grammar G 2 when they have an impact on the control hierarchy. Consider for instance Rule 1 of Figure 4 { the insertion of a platform on an existing track. We augment this rule with information about controllers of the hierarchy by linking each L-controllers to an R-controller, yielding the following Rule This new rule must be checked with respect to Grammars G 1 and G 2 . Correctness with respect to the Grammar G 1 still holds because the restriction of Rule 1 0 to the G 1 -view yields the initial rule. In order to ensure the correctness with respect to the whole architecture, it is therefore su cient to check the augmented rule 1 0 against Grammar G 2 . With decomposition into architectural views, we can de ne richer and richer coordination rules, step by step, while ensuring their correctness separately with respect to each view.
For the control hierarchy, a set of coordination rules o ering facilities to reorganize the tree of controllers can be found 4 Implementation in ConCoord
The formal speci cation of the railway control system developed in the previous section serves as a basis to derive an implementation of the control system. In this section, we implement the rst coordination rule of Figure 4 in its augmented version (Rule 1 0 ) which models the addition of a platform to an existing track in a railway region. In order to remain at the same abstraction level as the graph grammars, we use ConCoord's coordination language: CCL 5] . This allows us to express the modi cations of the control network and hierarchy described in Rule 1 0 referring solely to the interfaces of the involved local and regional controllers (these interfaces appear below). The implementations of these controllers are not needed in the rule description and thus they are not shown here. Each controller implementation can be written in a di erent computation language which is a sequential language with a few extensions for communication. inoutport<t high> higher;
The Interfaces of Local and Regional Controllers. In ConCoord, a system component is an instance of a type called component whose interface may declare generic and initialisation parameters, ports and states. One gives values to generic and initialisation parameters when instantiating a component. Above, we declare a generic parameter t device in L Ctrler which allows us to parameterise the behaviour of instances of L Ctrler by the type of device to be controlled (i.e. track, platform or junction). For instance, we denote a local track controller by L Ctrler<track>. A local controller is initialised with a unique identi er id, the number of its neighbouring devices (n neigh) (e.g. two for a track controller) and state information init (e.g. a track length for a track controller). A regional controller, i.e. an instance of R Ctrler, is initialised with a unique identi er id, the maximum number of local controllers forming its region (max local) and state information init (e.g. starting topology of the region). Initialisation parameters related to component interactions like n neigh and max local are derived from the graph grammars; others like the generic parameter t device are proper to the implementation. An instance of a component interacts with other system components via its ports inoutport by sending/receiving messages whose type is de ned between angle brackets in the code shown above. A local controller for a railway device interacts with the local controllers for its neighbouring devices by the port array neigh (one element per neighbouring controller) and with its region controller via the port reg. A regional controller interacts with its region local controllers via the port array local (one element per potential local controller) and with its higher-level controller by means of the port higher. Though ConCoord does not actually provide a port type inoutport, we use it here to remain at the same level of abstraction as the graph grammars. In a ConCoord implementation, we would build each inoutport de ned above in terms of various input or output ports (see 6] for more details).
In the previous section, we have de ned architectural modi cations of the railway control system by means of coordination rules whose lhs refers to the system architecture but not to its component states. In practice, the execution of such rules is triggered by both the system structure and its component states. In the declaration states of L Ctrler and R Ctrler, we de ne execution states which are relevant in the triggering of the addition of a platform to a railway region. It seems reasonable to require that no trains are currently on the devices a ected by this modi cation; this information is provided by a state variable no train in L Ctrler which indicates the existence/absence of trains moving from a device towards its neighbouring devices. As already said, the monitoring of the railway control system and thus its interfacing with users occurs through the hierarchy controllers. In particular, a user requests to a regional controller the addition of a platform to its region; this information is represented in R Ctrler by a state variable add platform whose parameters provide su cient information to execute the platform addition as we detail below. A system designer must foresee the component states associated to dynamic architectural modi cations when specifying coordination rules. Such states can be included in the lhs of coordination rules but they are meaningless for the veri cation algorithm.
Addition of a Platform. g; The rst part of the condition queries on the state add platform of the regional controller c which indicates the existence of a user request for the addition of a platform in the region. Its parameters provide the identi cation of the track controller t id onto which the platform has to be placed and values for the initialisation parameters of the track and platform controllers to be created (see statement create). The state no train of the local controllers e1, t and e2 ensures the absence of trains moving from (to) the platform controlled by e1 via the track controlled by t to (from) the platform controlled by e2. We use the indices 0 and 1 to refer to the left and right neighbouring sides. The second part of the condition queries on the system architecture de ned in the lhs of Rule 1 0 . In ConCoord, a channel between two ports is represented by the binding symbol`??' and is mandatory for communication to happen via these ports. The regional controller c manages the local controllers t, e1 and e2 (see above`local ]??reg' representing ctrl of Grammar G 2 ). The reader should notice that t is identi ed by t id from add platform. The track controlled by t is neighbouring the platforms controlled by e1 and e2 (see abovè neigh??neigh' representing connection of Grammar G 1 ). The second part of the statement when (following`=>') details the architectural modi cations: the removal of the track controller t, the creation of the controllers t1, p and t2 (initialised using the parameters of add platform) and the binding of their ports as de ned by the rhs of the coordination rule. In the statement when above, we have directly transcribed the lhs and rhs of coordination Rule 1 0 into architectural conditions and actions. This step can be fully automated. In a second step we have re ned the coordination rule introducing the notion of controller states.
Discussion of our approach
In this paper, we have discussed three successive phases of the development of a railway control system: an informal design, a formal de nition of its architecture style using graph grammars and the dynamic evolution of the architecture, and a rst stage of implementation in terms of ConCoord.
From a software engineering viewpoint, the formal framework we have presented has several advantages. It supports the static veri cation of some structural properties of a system, those which rely on the architecture style. It is su ciently powerful to permit the de nition of complex systems in terms of various complementary architectural views. Similar to the 4 + 1 view model of architectures 7], views can be used to represent (partial) aspects of an architecture, but unlike the 4 + 1 model our views are completely formalized. Moreover, the architecture of a railway control system presented here is fully scalable and extensible in the sense required in 2]: the architecture style de ned using the two graph grammars captures arbitrarily complex architectures and the coordination rules enable the dynamic extension of an architecture. Finally, the formal de nition of a system architecture and its dynamic evolution provide a strong basis for the derivation of an implementation of the system. This case study has revealed some shortcomings of our framework that require future work to facilitate its use. First, establishing the relationship between a set of possible architectures and its description as a graph grammar is not always intuitive. We believe that it is possible to develop tools for producing instances of minimal size of an architecture style from a graph grammar. This would be helpful to grasp the architectures that a grammar can produce. Second, we had to prove by induction on the production rules the properties of Grammar G1 and G2 that we announce in subsection 3.2. Since these properties are expressible and decidable in monadic second order logic 1], we would like to verify them automatically ; however no practical tools exists.
One of the most attractive features of the formal framework we use is the static veri cation of coordination rules with respect to graph grammars. This feature requires the graph grammars to be context-free. This restriction limits their expressiveness. For example, it is not possible to describe a hierarchy with an unbounded number of siblings and arbitrary interactions between them. With such a structure, we could represent a control hierarchy in which siblings R-controllers collaborate in the same manner that L-controllers of the control network do, without the participation of HL-controllers. Such a control hierarchy could be described using context-sensitive instead of context-free grammars, but would require an adaptation of the veri cation algorithm in order to ensure its termination for context-sensitive grammars.
In the formal framework, the coordination rules express local changes and cannot deal with global conditions on the system structure, such as the existence of a path between to given platforms. For example, consider an elimination rule that removes a track. We would like to impose this rule to be applicable only if it does not remove the only track between two subnets of the railway topology. However, this condition cannot be tested when dealing only with local information since it is equivalent to ask for the existence of another path between the two subnets. This notion of locality is a prerequisite for the automatic veri cation algorithm, facilitates the understanding of coordination rules and enables the simultaneous application of rules in disjoint parts of the system.
